
DOUGLASS MACKEY’S
CRIMINAL TWITTER
TROLLING
For the entire time since MattyDickPics started
complaining about the fact he couldn’t see
nonconsensual pictures of Hunter Biden’s dick,
he and other apologists for disinformation have
claimed there was nothing to the effort to
suppress the vote using Twitter.

A jury in Brooklyn just decided otherwise.
Douglass Mackey — who was indicted for
attempting to suppress the Black and Latino vote
in 2016 — was found guilty of conspiring to
violate his targets’ right to vote.

As proven at trial, between September
2016 and November 2016, Mackey conspired
with other influential Twitter users and
with members of private online groups to
use social media platforms, including
Twitter, to disseminate fraudulent
messages that encouraged supporters of
presidential candidate Hillary Clinton
to “vote” via text message or social
media which, in reality, was legally
invalid. For example, on November 1,
2016, in or around the same time that
Mackey was sending tweets suggesting the
importance of limiting “black turnout,”
the defendant tweeted an image depicting
an African American woman standing in
front of an “African Americans for
Hillary” sign. The ad stated: “Avoid the
Line. Vote from Home,” “Text ‘Hillary’
to 59925,” and “Vote for Hillary and be
a part of history.” The fine print at
the bottom of the deceptive image
stated: “Must be 18 or older to vote.
One vote per person. Must be a legal
citizen of the United States. Voting by
text not available in Guam, Puerto Rico,
Alaska or Hawaii. Paid for by Hillary
For President 2016.” The tweet included
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the typed hashtag “#ImWithHer,” a slogan
frequently used by Hillary Clinton. On
or about and before Election Day 2016,
at least 4,900 unique telephone numbers
texted “Hillary” or some derivative to
the 59925 text number, which had been
used in multiple deceptive campaign
images tweeted by Mackey and his co-
conspirators.

Several hours after tweeting the first
image, Mackey tweeted an image depicting
a woman seated at a conference room
typing a message on her cell phone. This
deceptive image was written in Spanish
and mimicked a font used by the Clinton
campaign in authentic ads. The image
also included a copy of the Clinton
campaign’s logo and the “ImWithHer”
hashtag.

The people with whom Mackey conspired are a
collection of leading figures in the (Russian-
backed) alt-Right.

I plan to return to this trial in weeks ahead.

But for the moment, this verdict says that all
the disinformation that Matt Taibbi and Elon
Musk are working to replatform on Twitter has
been found to be potentially criminal.


